This protocol enables quantitation of metabolic fluxes in cultured cells. Measurements are based on the kinetics of cellular incorporation of stable isotope from nutrient into downstream metabolites. At multiple time points, after cells are rapidly switched from unlabeled to isotope-labeled nutrient, metabolism is quenched, metabolites are extracted and the extract is analyzed by chromatography-mass spectrometry. Resulting plots of unlabeled compound versus time follow variants of exponential decay, with the flux equal to the decay rate multiplied by the intracellular metabolite concentration. Because labeling is typically fast (t 1/2 r5 min for central metabolites in Escherichia coli), variations on this approach can effectively probe dynamically changing metabolic fluxes. This protocol is exemplified using E. coli and nitrogen labeling, for which quantitative flux data for B15 metabolites can be obtained over 3 d of work. Applications to adherent mammalian cells are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Kinetic flux profiling (KFP) aims to provide a practical experimental approach for measuring metabolic fluxes in live cells. The central idea of KFP is that larger metabolic fluxes are associated with faster transmission of isotopic label from added nutrient to downstream metabolites. The half-time of labeling of a metabolite will depend directly on the speed of transmission of label into the metabolite (i.e., the flux) and inversely on the size of the metabolite pool (i.e., the intracellular metabolite concentration). The KFP approach has been used to investigate nitrogen assimilation fluxes in exponentially growing E. coli 1 , metabolic flux changes accompanying onset of carbon starvation in E. coli 2 , carbon fluxes in E. coli fed with glucose versus acetate (Daniel Amador-Noguez and J.D.R., unpublished data), aromatic amino-acid pathway flux in nitrogen-starved E. coli and yeast 3 This concept is illustrated in Figure 1 . During exponential growth, the rate of production of each metabolite (influx) should match its rate of consumption (efflux) so that the intracellular concentration remains constant. Under this pseudosteady state, if an external nutrient is instantaneously switched from natural to isotopically labeled, for a metabolite X directly downstream of nutrient assimilation, unlabeled X (X U ) will be replaced over time by its labeled counterpart (X * ) and the fraction of unlabeled X (X U /X T ) will decay exponentially (Fig. 1) . The rate constant of this decay (k X ) is determined by the ratio of the flux through X (f X ) to the total pool size of X (X T ) as shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, one can calculate the flux through X (f X ) from k X and X T . k X can be obtained experimentally by the protocol described here and X T by a diversity of literature approaches [4] [5] [6] , including the protocol of Bennett et al. 7 . For an example of quantitative analysis of data from more complex cases (which realistically involve metabolites not immediately downstream of labeled nutrient and being formed by multiple reactions), see the ANTICIPATED RESULTS section.
Experimental design
Accurately measuring k X is most easily achieved by rapid and complete switch of the nutrient of interest from unlabeled to isotope-labeled form, followed by fast sampling of cells 1 . For reliable flux measurements, both steps must be accomplished without perturbing cellular metabolism. Otherwise, the artifacts induced by the handling steps will mask the true cellular metabolic state [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . To meet this need for nonadherent cells (e.g., E. coli [1] [2] [3] 13 , Saccharomyces cerevisiae 3 ), we developed a filter culture technique in which cells are grown on a membrane filter sitting on top of agarose plates loaded with media. The cells are fed by nutrient diffusion from the underlying medium up through the filter. This technique enables isotope switching by transferring the filter between agarose plates of different composition. It also allows fast metabolic quenching by transferring the filter into cold organic solvent, which stops metabolism (initially due to the temperature drop and subsequently by denaturing enzymes) and simultaneously initiates the extraction process by disrupting the cell membrane. Movements of the filter can be done in B1 s. Minor deviations in the transfer time tend to have minimal impact, as the cells continue to receive nutrients from the filter during the transfer. Metabolite X is generated directly from nutrient and is consumed during biosynthesis (eventually leading to biomass production). At metabolic steady state, the influx and efflux of X pool are both f X . The differential equation describes the rate of disappearance of the unlabeled form of X when unlabeled nutrient is substituted with isotope-labeled nutrient. X U denotes unlabeled X, X T the total pool size of X and f X the flux through metabolite X.
Although the overall strategy is the same, the filter culture approach is not necessary for adherent cell types like human fibroblasts. Instead, medium removal via quick aspiration is followed by addition of isotope-labeled medium for isotope switch or cold organic solvent for metabolic quenching and extraction. Specific cell-handling steps are provided in the protocol.
Overview of the workflow and experimental setups for KFP are shown in Figure 2 . The step of quantifying heavy and light (i.e., labeled and unlabeled) isotopic forms can be achieved by any appropriate form of mass spectrometry (MS). Typically, we use liquid chromatography (LC)-electrospray ionization (ESI)-triplequadrupole MS operating in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode. MRM is a targeted form of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/ MS) with the advantage of excellent sensitivity and linear dynamic range. LC separation before the MS/MS analysis is valuable for separating isobaric compounds. Other forms of chromatography-MS should also be applicable. These include gas chromatography-MS and LC-time-of-flight-MS. For further information on analytical options, see the protocol of Bennett et al. 7 . The rate constants obtained from KFP can then be combined with intracellular concentrations of metabolites determined separately to calculate fluxes.
Typically, a single replicate of KFP is informative (as even a single replicate contains multiple time points). For quantitative work where small differences between conditions are involved or precise flux estimates are desired, 3-4 replicates are preferred. As KFP experiments are internally controlled (by the multiple isotopic forms), external controls are not required. It is often useful, however, to conduct switches from unlabeled to unlabeled media to ensure against unanticipated metabolic shifts due to media change rather than isotope switch.
Application and limitations
Kinetic flux profiling provides an approach for experimentally quantifying metabolic fluxes in live cells. The principal starting information required is the structure (connectivity) of the metabolic network being investigated (see ANTICIPATED RESULTS for an example). An advantage of the technique is that the experimental data provide a check on the pathway architecture, based on the requirement for precursor metabolites to become labeled before their downstream products. Quantitative analysis of fluxes by KFP is facilitated when the fluxes are at steady state; however, differential KFP (described below) can provide quantitative data even outside of the steady-state condition. Further quantitative assumptions are not required, as fluxes are calculated directly from the experimental results obtained as described here (k X ) and in the companion protocol of Bennett et al. 7 
(X T ).
One can choose to use basic nutrient(s) (e.g., glucose, ammonia, etc.) to introduce isotopic labels or to use special tracers for a specific pathway. We have successfully applied KFP to measure fluxes involved in nitrogen metabolism in E. coli 1,2 , and for this reason, this protocol uses the example of 15 NH 4 Cl as the labeled nutrient in this model organism. The KFP approach is, however, also widely applicable to other labeled nutrients and cell types, as demonstrated by published work from our laboratory using 13 C-glucose as the tracer in both E. coli and S. cerevisiae 3 and unpublished data from our laboratory with cultured human cells.
It is important to note that KFP measures gross fluxes: the labeling kinetics is related to the sum of all fluxes feeding into (or, equivalently at steady state, flowing out of) a metabolite. In the case of reversible reactions, this means that the flux measured by KFP may differ significantly from the net pathway flux.
A limitation to the KFP approach is that quantitative flux information is reliably obtained only for metabolites that turn over slowly relative to their upstream precursor. Consider a case in which the isotope label is relayed from a precursor metabolite X to a downstream metabolite Y. If X turns over faster than Y, then the labeling kinetics of Y will reliably reflect the flux through Y, based on the magnitude of k Y . In contrast, if X turns over at a much slower rate than Y, then the labeling kinetics of Y will mainly depend upon the labeling of X, rendering measurement of k Y , and accordingly flux through Y, imprecise (a more quantitative treatment of this important case is provided in the ANTICIPATED RESULTS). For a similar reason, the uptake of the nutrient or the tracer needs to be Figure 3 , differential KFP consists of two (or more) sets of the KFP experiment, with the isotope switch initiated at different times with respect to the perturbation (e.g., preceding or following the perturbation). The kinetic patterns of isotope incorporation into metabolites obtained from these experiments, in addition to the knowledge of metabolite concentration changes triggered by the perturbation, can often be used to determine the effect of the perturbation on metabolic fluxes. Carbon source withdrawal in E. coli is used as an example of a perturbation in this protocol.
Alternative approaches
Efforts at measuring cellular metabolic fluxes have been ongoing for decades and a diversity of valuable tools have been developed [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Several of these contain elements similar to the current KFP approach. Instead of detailing these related approaches, here we focus on two conceptually distinct alternatives: flux balance analysis (FBA) 21 and metabolic flux analysis (MFA) 22 . Flux balance analysis is a constraints-based computational approach that requires little experimental data and offers an estimation of the range of feasible flux distributions in steadily growing cells 21, 23 . Although it has proven powerful, especially for E. coli 24 , the precise determination of fluxes by FBA relies on an objective function and related assumptions (e.g., that E. coli maximizes biomass yield per molecule of carbon source consumed [23] [24] [25] ). For most organisms, a validated objective function is not available, limiting the ability of FBA to make quantitative flux predictions in the absence of experimental data [26] [27] [28] .
Metabolic flux analysis is an experimental approach that typically involves feeding cells with a mixture of different 13 C-labeled glucose species (e.g., uniformly labeled and only one carbon labeled) for a prolonged period under metabolic steady state 29 , until the isotopic labeling pattern of the compounds to be measured (most typically proteic amino acids) reaches a steady state (41 h) . From the labeling pattern of proteic amino acids 30 or primary free metabolites 31 , metabolic fluxes (mostly of central carbon metabolism) are then deconvolved with the aid of computer modeling 32, 33 .
To assist in the choice of the appropriate experimental approach, MFA and KFP are compared here. MFA is well suited to measuring the ratio of fluxes at branch points when the alternative branches yield different labeling patterns of a downstream metabolite 30, 31 . It is also suitable for large-scale studies with respect to the number of species/strains 29 , as the fluxes (relative to glucose uptake) of multiple pathways can be obtained from a single sample. No time courses or pool size data are needed, which reduces the experimental demand compared with KFP. However, MFA (at least in its most commonly practiced form) is largely limited to carbon metabolism, as labeling by other elements rarely produces the rich spectrum of labeling patterns of metabolites required for flux deconvolution (e.g., there are 32 theoretical C-labeling states but only 2 possible N-labeling states of glutamate-labeled or unlabeled). In contrast, KFP is more versatile in terms of what pathways can be monitored. In addition, KFP also has the following strengths compared with MFA: easy data deconvolution (in many cases, the differential equations of KFP have analytical solutions in the form of exponential functions with few free parameters, enabling direct parameter determination); short labeling time (no requirement for incorporation of isotope labels to reach steady state, which allows effective probing of dynamically changing fluxes using variants like differential KFP); and KFP can provide absolute fluxes instead of just split ratios. Each individual approach has limitations, and combining multiple approaches will generally yield the most complete understanding. . Spectrophotometer (e.g., Thermo Electron Corp., Genesys 10 uv) used at 650 nm for measuring OD with plastic cuvettes (e.g., Fisher Scientific Ltd., cat. no. 14-955-127) . Pipette filler/dispenser (a motorized one is recommended) and 5-ml pipettes . (ii) Inoculate your E. coli strain (or other nonadherent cell types) into 5 ml of regular minimal media in a 15-ml conical centrifuge tube (i.e., no isotopic agent added) and grow overnight at 37 1C. (iii) Before use, warm all the plates to the temperature at which the cells are grown (i.e., 37 1C for E. coli), by placing them in a warm room or incubator. Dilute the overnight culture into fresh minimal media to OD 650 B0.03 (roughly 1:50 dilution) and allow to grow in batch to early exponential phase (OD 650 of B0.1). (iv) Determine the total volume of batch culture according to the number of Type A plates needed; 5 ml of the batch culture will be needed for each plate. Allow some extra culture for OD measurements that preceed creating the filter cultures. OD can be measured by pipetting 1 ml of the liquid culture into spectrophotometer cuvette and measuring absorbance at 650 nm, using fresh media as blank. (i) Prepare 24 ml of media without isotope label and 6 ml of media with isotope-labeled nutrient for each sample to be generated. The medium should be buffered with HEPES to a final concentration of 10 mM to keep the pH relatively constant before and after isotope switch. (ii) Culture cells in a 10-cm Petri dish with 8 ml of unlabeled media for each sample. Allow to grow until 24 h before the experiment, typically 2-7 d depending upon cell culture growth rate. (iii) Twenty-four hours before the isotope switch, aspirate the media in the Petri dishes and replace with 8 ml of fresh unlabeled media each. The fresh media used in this step should be equilibrated in the incubator overnight before the media change. (iv) Equilibrate the rest of the media prepared in Step 1B(i) in the incubator overnight before the isotope switch experiment. (v) Prepare 5 ml of extraction solution for each sample (4 ml for the first extraction and 0.5 ml for each of the two subsequent extractions) and bring to appropriate temperature. Prepare clean cell scrapers. (vi) Repeat Step 1B(iii) 1 h before the isotope switch. The two media changes carried out (24 h and 1 h) before the experiment are to avoid artifacts caused by changing media chemical composition (e.g., by removing extensive amounts of built-up cellular waste products) during the isotope switch. (vii) Remove the unlabeled media by tilting the dish slightly and allowing the media run toward the side as much as possible.
Aspirate thoroughly and quickly (o10 s), replace with labeled media and start the timer. m CRITICAL STEP Try to control the length of time the cells are exposed to labeled media as accurately as possible. For multiple points in a small window, deal only with one or two dishes at a time and keep the extraction solution nearby for prompt quenching. Including the time to get the dish out of the incubator, it usually takes B1 min to completely change the media for one dish. 2| (Optional) For each sample, evaporate the cell extract under N 2 gas flow (using an N-Evap system) until dry. Resuspend in 200 ml of 1:1 methanol:water solution. Be aware that, while this step will increase the metabolite concentration in the sample, it could also potentially cause increased ion suppression and loss of less stable metabolites. This step is generally unnecessary for microbial cell cultures, but it may have value for some mammalian ones.
3| Transfer the cell extract into HPLC vials and load the vials into the LC-MS autosampler.
Analyze by HPLC-MS/MS 4| Analyze the samples by LC-MS, using 10-ml injection volume (more if necessary; be aware that this may result in increased ion suppression), preprogrammed LC gradient and (for triple quadrupole MS) preprogrammed MRM scan events. ' PAUSE POINT LC-MS runs can be done overnight.
5| For individual metabolites, quantify peaks of unlabeled and isotopically labeled forms using predefined MRM channels and appropriate program (or alternative MS-based approach). Quantitation based on peak height or peak area generally gives similar results.
Data analysis 6|
Determine the fraction of unlabeled form for each metabolites in each sample by the formula below:
Fraction unlabeled ¼ Peak height unlabeled form Sum of peak height every isotopic form This simplest 'fraction unlabeled' formula neglects the effect both of natural isotopes (e.g., naturally occurring 13 C) and of unlabeled nutrient that may contaminate the labeled nutrient stock. Although naturally occurring isotopes will lead to chronic underestimation of fraction unlabeled (i.e., fraction unlabeled will not start at 100%), for N labeling, the effect is consistent throughout a labeling time course and thus does not affect interpretation of kinetics. Impurities in the labeled nutrient can lead to underestimation of the total extent of labeling, but do not affect the labeling rate. For experiments involving carbon labeling and more sophisticated data interpretation, correction for naturally occurring 13 C can be valuable (see TROUBLESHOOTING section for formulas).
7|
Derive equations according to the relevant pathways (see Quantitative treatment of KFP data in ANTICIPATED RESULTS) to calculate apparent first-order rate constant k X for metabolite X.
8|
Using the apparent first-order rate constants obtained above and the intracellular metabolite concentrations (determined separately), calculate fluxes: flux through metabolite X equals the product of k X and the intracellular concentration of X, i.e., f X ¼ k X Â X T . This concludes the steps of standard kinetic flux profiling. Steps 9-22 encompass differential KFP and are optional.
Perturbation followed by isotope switch (optional) 9| Follow Steps 1A(i-xi). Prepare three types of plates beforehand. (See REAGENT SETUP for details. Note that the composition of the Type C and D plates will need to be modified according to your planned perturbation.) Type A, for growing filter cultures Type C, for introducing the perturbation Type D, for introducing isotope label after the perturbation has been initiated 10| Transfer filter cultures from the Type A plates onto the Type C plates one by one and let grow for 10 min (or desired length of time).
11| Follow Steps 1A(xii) to 6, moving from a Type C plate to a Type D plate in Step 1A(xiii).
Isotope switch followed by perturbation (optional) 12| Follow Steps 1A(i-xi 
TIMING
Many of these steps have time periods dependent upon the growth rate of the cell culture. As such, these time periods may vary substantially with the cultures used.
Step 1A for E. coli:
Step (i): 15 min + 2 h to cool
Step (ii): overnight, 12-16 h Steps (iii-iv): B2 h, depending on the culture growth rate
Step (v): 5 min Steps (vi-viii): 1 min per filter culture plate
Step (ix): 2-3 h
Step (x): 10-20 min
Step (xi): 10 min Steps (xii-xiv): 15-75 min, depending on time points chosen Steps (xv-xxiii): B1-2 h
Step 1B for human fibroblasts:
Step (i): 15 min
Step (ii): 2-7 d
Step (iii): 10 min
Step (iv): overnight
Step (v): 10 min
Step (vi): 10 min + 60 min incubation Steps (vii-xi): 15-135 min, depending on the time points chosen
Steps 2-8 (analysis):
Step 2 (optional): 3 h Steps 3 and 4: 15 min + LC-MS running time Steps 5 and 6: 10 min per metabolite, desk work (no laboratory component); can be broken into pieces as convenient Steps 7 and 8: 1-3 d desk work (no laboratory component); can be broken into pieces as convenient Differential KFP (optional steps):
Step 9: see Steps 1A(i-xi)
Step 10: 2-30 min, depending on the length of perturbation
Step 11: see Steps 1A(xii) to 6
Step 12: see Steps 1A(i-xi) Steps 13 and 14: 5-30 min, depending on the length of preperturbation isotope switch
Step 15: 2-30 min, depending on the length of perturbation
Step 16: see Steps 1A(xiv) to 6
Step 17: see Steps 1A(i-xi) Step 18: 2-30 min, depending on the length of perturbation
Step 19: 5-75 min, depending on the time points chosen
Step 20: see Steps 1A(xiv) to 4
Step 21: 10 min per metabolite, desk work (no laboratory component); can be broken into pieces as convenient
Step 22: 1-3+ d desk work (no laboratory component); can be broken into pieces as convenient ? TROUBLESHOOTING Signal for labeled compounds is smaller than anticipated. Check that MRM scan events are appropriate for labeled forms of interest. A good check is to grow cells for an extended period in the labeled nutrient and make sure that the signal for the labeled forms (in the labeled cells) is similar to the signal for the unlabeled forms (in the unlabeled cells). This also provides a useful check as to whether isotopic purity of the nutrient is acceptable (such purity can also be directly measured by MS). Note that high purity is required to obtain complete labeling of compounds that assimilate the label into many positions (e.g., 98% 15 N-ammonia will lead up to 98% full labeling of glutamate, 96% full labeling of glutamine (with most of the residual in the single-labeled state) and less than 13% full labeling of a 100 amino-acid protein).
Isotope-labeled forms of different metabolites share the same nominal mass. Rely on chromoatographic separation. Alternatively, separate based on fragmentation pattern (product ion mass in MRM analysis) or based on exact mass (if using a mass spectrometer with very high resolving power, such as a Fourier transform instrument).
Isotope switch results in marked deviations from metabolic steady state. This is evident as large changes in the sum of all isotopic forms upon isotope switch. The cell handling described herein is specifically designed (and, in our hands, validated) to avoid this problem. Closely adhere to the instructions herein to avoid it. Also, avoid holding the cells in the same unlabeled media for long time periods before the switch (this can lead to accumulation of waste products in the media or depletion of nutrients) and be careful to match media pH, temperature, CO 2 content and so on. Check the adequacy of cell handling via switches from unlabeled to identical unlabeled media.
All compounds in a pathway seem to label at the same rate. This occurs when a step upstream of the pathway is slower than any of the pathway steps (i.e., the turnover of some pool between the added nutrient and the pathway is slower than turnover of any of the pathway pools). This precludes quantitative flux analysis of the pathway. There are three options: (i) accept the lower bound on the pathway flux provided by the observed data, (ii) find a way to circumvent the slow upstream step (in particular, find a way to expedite the isotope switch if it is rate limiting); (iii) apply an alternative flux measurement approach.
Data do not follow an exponential pattern. Make sure that the cells are at metabolic steady state at the time of the isotope switch. If the cells are not at steady state, use differential KFP to understand the ongoing flux changes. Quantitative analysis of differential KFP data does not follow a standard protocol, but an example can be found in Yuan et al. 2 .
Correction for natural abundance of carbon 13 is required. When drawing biological conclusions based on partial labeling that is far from complete, correction for natural abundance of carbon 13 is required. Such corrections are generally unimportant with N-labeling of E. coli. However, we have found that they can be important in interpreting TCA cycle 13 C-labeling patterns in mammalian cells. Appropriate corrections (assuming 13 C labeling) are as follows:
where M 0 is the amount of the monoisotopic compound, M +1 is the amount of the compound with one 13 C atom, M +2 is the amount of the compound with 2 Â 13 C atom and so on; N is the number of carbon atoms in the molecule; and 'real' refers to values corrected for coincidental labeling and 'measured' refers to raw values determined by LC-MS/MS. The subtraction operations serve to remove the naturally occurring isotopic envelop of the less-labeled species from the 'real' values of the more extensively labeled species. The division operations serve to add back the isotopic envelope of the indicated species that is otherwise lost as more extensively labeled species due to the natural abundance of 13 C.
ANTICIPATED RESULTS KFP Superimposed chromatograms of unlabeled and 15 N-labeled glutamate from one KFP experiment, demonstrating the replacement of the unlabeled form of glutamate by its labeled counterpart when E. coli are switched from unlabeled to isotopically labeled ammonia, are shown in Figure 4a . Each chromatogram corresponds to one time point post the isotope switch. Note that glutamate has only one nitrogen atom and therefore only one labeled form. (e.g., metabolites containing multiple nitrogen atoms for nitrogen labeling), all possible isotopically labeled forms should be taken into consideration. From each chromatogram, 'fraction unlabeled' is calculated as described in PROCEDURE and plotted against time in Figure 4b . This data can then be used to calculate the apparent first-order rate constant k.
Quantitative treatment of KFP data
The general concepts for treatment and interpretation of KFP data are discussed in the Introduction. Here, we present a more quantitative and complex example of data analysis. Imagine a pathway as shown in Figure 5 : metabolite X is produced both from nutrient (by de novo synthesis) and from degradation of some macromolecules (e.g., protein, nucleic acids, glycogen and so on), and the two influxes are f 1 and f 2 , respectively. Similarly, Y is down stream of X in the pathway and can also be produced directly from macromolecules; the fluxes are f 4 and f 5 , respectively. Additionally, the fluxes directing X and Y out of the pathway (for biomass production and so on) are f 3 and f 6 , respectively, as shown. Under steady state, the following conditions exist (f X and f Y denote total fluxes through the pools of X and Y, respectively, superscript U stands for 'unlabeled', * for 'labeled' and T for 'total'):
Decreasing unlabeled X and Y after switching the nutrient from natural to isotopically labeled can be described by the following differential equations (which assume that the nutrient switch is so fast as to be effectively instantaneous relative to the labeling times of X and Y):
The apparent first-order rate constant (k) for X and Y are defined as
and for simplified results, set
The analytical solution to equations (1) and (2) is
Therefore, by measuring fraction unlabeled (X U /X T and Y U /Y T ) versus time, the apparent first-order rate constants (k X and k Y ) can be calculated. Combined with the concentrations (X T and Y T ), the fluxes f X and f Y through X and Y can be obtained. For cases in which X T c Y T and f X E f Y , this implies k X { k Y , and therefore equation (4) reduces to equation (3) and k Y cannot be determined. In this situation, one can only conclude that f Y cY T Â k X . The biexponential nature of equation (4) arises from passage of label into Y being delayed by labeling of X. For metabolites further downstream from the added nutrient, full mathematical treatment is yet more complex and often best handled by computer simulation. Alternatively, one can apply a variant of equation (4) that is more broadly applicable. X is made directly from nutrient ( f 1 ) and from the degradation of macromolecules (proteins, nucleic acids and so on) ( f 2 ). In addition to producing Y ( f 4 ), X is also used for biomass production ( f 3 ). Y can also be generated from macromolecules ( f 5 ). As only metabolites X and Y are considered in this case, all effluxes from Y are combined regardless of their specific destinations for simplicity ( f 6 ).
To understand this variant, consider metabolite W, downstream of metabolite V (where V is not directly downstream of the labeled nutrient). Assume that, consistent with most data that we observe in the lab, the unlabeled form of V shows approximately single exponential decay. Passage of label into W will be delayed by V, just as passage of label into Y is delayed by X. However, equation (3) (which assumes a direct connection to labeled nutrient) will not apply to V. Fit the data for V instead to a variant of equation (3), except replacing k X with k ¢ V (equation (5)). k ¢ V is not designed to give the flux through V, but to lay the groundwork for measuring flux through W. Knowledge of k ¢ V allows one to fit the data for W to equation (6) . This equation is equivalent to equation (4), with k X replaced by k ¢ V and k Y by k W . The parameter k W gives flux through
This approach can be applied repeatedly. It is important, however, to always solve for k ¢ for the precursor based on a single exponential approximation (equation (5)) and k based on equation (6) (i.e., to determine flux through Z, a product of W, one needs to calculate k ¢ W and k Z , use of k W is not correct).
Example of nitrogen assimilation pathway in E. coli To demonstrate the quantitative application of KFP to a real set of metabolic pathways, we use here the nitrogen assimilation system of E. coli. Before embarking on KFP analysis per se, we provide a small amount of background that is essential to understanding the network: The central pathways of nitrogen assimilation in E. coli, as well as selected effluxes to amino acid and nucleotide biosynthesis, are shown in Figure 6 . Ammonia can be directly assimilated into glutamate via the enzyme glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH). Alternatively, ammonia can condense with glutamate to form glutamine, catalyzed by the ATP-consuming enzyme glutamine synthetase (GS). Glutamine then yields two molecules of glutamate via glutamate synthase (commonly referred to as GOGAT, which stands for glutamine amide 2-oxoglutarate aminotransferase) 8, 40 . The GS-GOGAT cycle has the same net effect as GDH, but differs in (i) burning ATP and (ii) having a lower K m (i.e., higher affinity) for ammonia 8 .
Glutamate is the major nitrogen distributor in the cell, feeding most of the amino-acid biosynthesis via transamination 41 . Glutamine feeds selected other pathways 41 . Figure 6 shows one example of a typical transamination reaction (glutamate + a-keto-isovalerate -a-ketoglutarate + valine), and one example of a typical glutamine-consuming pathway (pyrimidine biosynthesis; glutamine enters at the first step, formation of carbamoyl phosphate). Switching of exponentially growing E. coli into 15 N-ammonia followed by kinetic sampling and LC-MS/MS analysis (as per Steps 1 option A to 8) yields data adequate to deduce most of the fluxes in Figure 6 , despite the presence of cycles, branch points and compounds that cannot be directly measured by LC-MS/MS due to low abundance.
Before analyzing the KFP data itself, it is necessary to determine the turnover time of ammonia following the isotope switch. This was approximated by directly measuring the time for ammonia to diffuse onto an empty filter (Fig. 7a) and fitting the data to a single exponential saturationbinding equation, that is, A(t) ¼ A max (1 À exp(Àk ¢t)) (the fit gives k ¢ ¼ 7.5 min À1 ).
The observed value of k ¢ for ammonia was used in equation (6) to calculate flux through glutamine based on the data in Figure 7a . This reflected a conscious decision to treat single-labeled glutamine (the first form that appeared after the isotope switch) as the product of unlabeled glutamate and labeled ammonia. This was based on the empirical observation that glutamine labeled much faster than glutamate (t 1/2 approximately 10 and 60 s, respectively) and the MS/MS-based determination that the single-labeled form of glutamine contained 15 N predominantly in the amide position. The resulting k for glutamine was 14.3 min À1 and multiplication by the pool size of 3.9 mmol g CDW À1 gave a flux of 3.4 mmol (g CDW h) À1 . Flux through glutamate was calculated using equation (6) , with k ¢ based on either ammonia or glutamine amide labeling (k ¢ ¼7.5 min À1 and 3.6 min À1 , respectively). Both approaches yield similar k glutamate (1 min À1 and 1.2 min À1 , respectively) because k ¢ c k in either case. As mentioned in the previous section, when k ¢c k, equation (6) and fitting glutamate data to equation (3) gives k glutamate ¼0.8 min À1 , which is close to the k calculated from equation (6) At steady state, the total consumption and production fluxes of each metabolite must be equal. The total glutamate flux, measured to be 6 mmol (g CDW h) À1 , therefore equals the sum of its two consumption fluxes: glutamine synthetase flux, measured to be 3.4 mmol (g CDW h) À1 , and the flux of glutamate to biomass, which by subtraction must be 2.6 mmol (g CDW h) À1 . The flux of glutamine to biomass is known (based on overall metabolic stoichiometry and the composition of E. coli) to be~15% of the glutamate flux to biomass. Thus, it must be~0.4 mmol (g CDW h) À1 . The total glutamine influx of 3.4 mmol (g CDW h) À1 equals the sum of its efflux to biomass of 0.4 mmol (g CDW h) À1 and to glutamate via GOGAT, which by subtraction must be 3 mmol (g CDW h) À1 . GOGAT flux from glutamine of 3 mmol (g CDW h) À1 yields 6 mmol (g CDW h) À1 of glutamate, which is the measured glutamate influx. Thus, KFP was adequate to determine that GOGAT is the major source of glutamate, despite the complexities introduced by metabolic cycling.
Flux through valine can be calculated by straightforward application of equation (5) and equation (6) to the data in Figure 7a and b (glutamate is the sole nitrogen parent of valine, and k ¢ is accordingly based on a fit of equation (5) to observed results for glutamate; k ¢ ¼ 0.8 min À1 , k valine ¼ 3.9 min À1 , pool size ¼ 2.4 mmol g CDW À1 , flux ¼0.6 mmol (g CDW h) À1 ). Note that transamination reactions are rapidly reversible and the valine flux determined by KFP is the gross, rather than net, flux.
Calculation of pyrimidine pathway flux is complicated by the many steps involved and the inability to measure some components. It is facilitated, however, by flux into carbamoyl aspartate being essentially irreversible and by the requirement for flux at steady state to be equal for all steps of the linear portion of the pathway linking carbamoyl aspartate and UMP. Carbamoyl aspartate labels quickly after ammonia isotope switching, with the label first appearing in the carbamoyl nitrogen. Carbamoyl aspartate flux would typically be calculated using k ¢ based on carbamoyl phosphate. The level of carbamoyl phosphate is, however, generally too low for us to detect it in E. coli. As we have validated the method for carbamoyl phosphate, with a detection limit of 100 ng ml À1 , this implies that the cellular carbamoyl phosphate concentration is very low. Therefore, the small cellular carbamoyl phosphate pool can only slightly delay the passage of nitrogen from glutamine to carbamoyl aspartate. Accordingly, pathway flux (from carbamoyl aspartate to UMP) was calculated by equation (6) , with k ¢ based on fit of equation (5) to experimental results for glutamine and fitting to the carbamoyl aspartate data in Figure 7c (k ¢ ¼ 3.6 min À1 , k carbamoyl aspartate ¼ 4.1 min À1 , pool size ¼ 0.8 mmol (g CDW ) À1 , flux ¼0.2 mmol (g CDW h) À1 ). This yields net pathway flux, as the step being monitored is essentially irreversible. Extension of quantitative analysis to CMP was not feasible, however, as data on the parent of CMP (with RNA likely one major source) was not available. Figure 8 shows a 'fraction unlabeled' graph generated in the same fashion as Figure 4b , from chromatograms of proline in a differential KFP experiment. Data corresponding to Steps 9-11 are shown in red and those corresponding to Steps 12-16 are shown in blue. The two data sets are aligned according to the time of isotope switch. The black arrows indicate the time of the perturbation event for each set. Note that both curves had positive slope for t 4 10 min, indicating that the unlabeled fraction is increasing even though only labeled nutrient is being provided. As proline (and most other metabolites) can be produced via both de novo synthesis (which will generate labeled proline) and protein degradation (which will produce unlabeled proline), this behavior suggests that the fraction of proline production from protein degradation is increasing during carbon starvation. The fact that the two curves did not converge even at about 1 h postperturbation and isotope switch implies that the flux through proline pool is small. 
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